Rigging Site Survey
Date of Survey:

Facility Information:
Facility (name & address):

Facility Contact (name & phone #):

System Information:
OEM:
System:
System Weight:

Ref #:
Date of expected Rig:
System dimensions:

Outside Delivery Information:
Is there a loading dock available for
delivery?

Y

N

Is the loading dock accessible with
53'trailer?

Y

N

Y

N

What is the dimensional size of the
opening?

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Y

N

Crane Information:
Is the entry into the facility a roof
hatch/opening in an outside wall or
other?
Is the entry into the facility at ground
level or on some other floor level?
Is a separate set up/unload location
required (different from facility
address)?

If entry is at some other floor level,
what floor level is the entry?
If "yes" - unload location (name &
address)?

Special Conditions/Notes/Comments:

Inside Delivery Information:
Where is the room located in the
facility (ground floor or multi-floor)?
Will an elevator be used for the rig?

Y

N

If Multi-floor, what floor is the room
located?
What is the elevators capacity?

What is the elevator door dimensions?

What is the elevators cab dimensions?

Will stairs need to be used during the
rigging route?
What type of flooring with the rig be
going over?

What is the overall length of the rig
path?
What type of flooring protection is
required?

Special Conditions/Notes/Comments:

Misc.:
Will off-hour rigging be required?
Will the rig require traffic control?
Will the rig require a street closure?

If off-hour rigging is required, when will
the rig take place
(nights/weekend/time)?
If traffic control is required, what are
the specific requirements?
If a street closure is required, is a
permit required or do any other local
requirements apply?

Special Conditions/Notes/Comments:

Special Rigging/Transportation Methods:
Other than Siemens Wheel Kit, are
there any special needs?

Will any disassembly of the system be
required in order to rig the system?

Special Conditions/Notes/Comments:
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